**ROUTE 1 (south)**

**VAN VLECK - STERLING - CHAMBERLAIN**

Enter into the glass covered entrance on the patio of Van Vleck
Take Elevator to Floor B2
Turn Left out the elevator and go straight down the hallway
Turn Left at end of hallway (in front of Room B211)
Cross Skyway into Sterling Hall
Turn Left out of Skyway, elevators on left
Take elevator to basement floor
Turn right, past the stairs, then take your first left
Pass through two sets of fire doors into Chamberlain Hall
Turn Right
Turn Left, go through a set of fire doors, go past the Madison Symmetric Torus

**Out to east side of Chamberlain**

Continue straight through a doorway, follow hallway around, past the posters on physics history
Go through the lobby, past the Physics Museum
Turn left at end of hallway, continue straight
Exit through the door on your right at the end of the hallway. The door will take you out to a sidewalk by the garden that fronts on university, closer to Lathrop Hall

**Out to west side of Chamberlain**

Take your first right
Continue forward, take elevator on left to the first floor
Exit on your left will take you to University and Charter
ROUTE 1 (north)

CHAMBERLAIN - STERLING - VAN VLECK

Chamberlain, east side entrance, entering on 2nd floor
Turn Left, go straight down the hallway
Turn right, go past the Physics Museum
Go through the lobby turn right at curved wall with posters about physics history and follow the hallway as it curves right
Continue straight past elevators, sign “To Sterling Hall” above your head

Chamberlain, west side entrance, entering on first floor
Take elevator right inside the door to 2nd Floor
Exit the elevator, turn right, look for sign “To Sterling Hall” attached to ceiling
Turn left under this sign (right before an elevator)

(both sets of directions meet here)
Pass the Madison Symmetric Torus
Through fire door
Turn right, entering in Sterling Hall
Turn left and go through two sets of fire doors
Turn right, past stairs, an elevator is on your left
Take elevator to 2nd Floor
Exit the elevator, take an immediate right and take the ramp to the skyway
Go across skyway into Van Vleck (entering on floor B2)
Take first right, continue straight down the hallway
Turn right at lockers, elevator on your right
Take elevator to Floor 1
Leaves you at the glass entrance on the patio outside Van Vleck
ROUTE 2 (south)

MIDDLETON - SOCIAL WORK - MSC

Enter Middleton from south entrance (entering on the first floor)

Turn right, going through the lobby

Elevator is down the hall on the right

Take the elevator to the basement

Turn left out of the elevator

Take your first left and go through 2 sets of fire doors

Go down the ramp and turn left

(Signs for MSC and Social Work are on the walls)

Turn right and go up ramp (entering Social Work)

Go straight, past the elevators, turn right following the hallway to its end

Turn left, go through a brown fire door

Go straight through the windowed hallway and through two sets of fire doors (entering MSC)

Go straight

Turn right at the lobby

Go out the main door -- takes you to the half circle driveway on University Ave.
ROUTE 2 (north)

MSC - SOCIAL WORK - MIDDLETON

Enter the main door of MSC at the half circle driveway on University, continue straight

Turn left at the Lobby

Go through the brown door labeled “School of Social Work” (Access Route to Middleton signs will guide your way from here)

Go through a second brown fire door, through a windowed hallway and through a third fire door

Follow the hallway around to the right then go straight

Turn left, past the elevator, go down the ramp

Turn right and go up the ramp (see signs for Middleton Building on the walls)

Go through two brown fire doors, entering into Middleton

Turn right at caged library, elevator is down the hall on your right

Take the elevator to the first floor

Exit elevator turn left, go through the lobby.

Exit is on your left